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We collated this bespoke digital health check for Nature Freedom to assess what your 

organisation does well and areas that could use some improvement. 

Before diving in and making sweeping changes, have a think about what your organisational 

goals are (gaining more members, getting greater interaction with your existing audience or 

building awareness in the greater community) and make sure that your digital marketing 

strategy helps you achieve this. 

We understand that most community level clubs and organisations often do not have the 

resources to be able to activate traditional advertising campaigns, so we want to focus on small, 

cost effective improvements that every club can achieve internally or with a little outside 

assistance. 

If you want to investigate any of the areas covered in this report please reach out to us and we 

can discuss them in further detail.
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The group of potential customers that are found online is a much larger group of people than 

you are likely to be able to attract locally. Using digital marketing, you can reach an enormous 

audience in a way that is both cost-effective and measurable.

Other benefits of online marketing include:

● The ability to interact with your prospects and learn exactly what they are looking for

● The ability to reach a global marketplace

● You can save money and reach more customers for less money than traditional 

marketing methods

● Get to know your audience and allow them to know you personally which can help to 

create brand loyalty

● You can track responses to your marketing efforts immediately
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General:

The Nature Freedom website is a good looking website that has no major problems visually, it works 

fairly well on Mobile devices other than some of the logos that overlap further down the page. We 

think the online shop is a great way to be able to register for upcoming events. 

Page Speed:

Page speed could use some improvement but we would recommend focussing on other areas 

before needing to fix this issue. The Nature freedom website scores 40/100 for desktop speed and 

29/100 for mobile speed. 

Content:

You should consider writing some more content for your website, this will help improve SEO. the 

use of a blog or event wrap ups would be a good way to tell people about your organisation. 

Integration:

We would recommend adding your social media channels to your website so people can interact 

with your organisation and share events with their friends and family. 
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SEO stands for ‘Search Engine Optimization’, which is the process of getting traffic from free, 

organic, editorial, or natural search results in search engines. It aims to improve your website’s 

position in search results pages. Remember, the higher the website is listed, the more people 

will see it.

Nature Freedom ranks well when you search directly for “Nature Freedom” but does not rank 

organically using keywords. Suggesting that if people do not already have prior knowledge of 

Nature Freedom they will have trouble finding it. 

There are a number of factors that go into SEO rankings, and there is no hard and fast rule for 

ranking at the top of the search results. A great way to improve your ranking is adding content to 

your website which will increase the number of  keywords used, and users will stay on your 

website for longer, suggesting to Google that people are interested in viewing your content and 

trust that what you have to say is valuable.  
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SEO keywords range from single words to complex phrases and are used to inform website 

content to increase relevant, organic search traffic.

Your audience uses them when searching something related to your brand. When effectively 

researched and optimized, keywords act as a conduit to connect your target audience with your 

website.

The interesting thing we found in your competitors/related business SEO research was the 

more generic keywords they ranked for, which give you some hints about they type of content 

you should create for your website. 

Eg. The current website doesn’t have the text on it anyway “canoeing for the disabled” so how 

does google know to register your website for that search term

Keywords
Nature Freedom Top 5 Keywords

Keyword Position

bush regenerator jobs 15
freedom com au 19

bush regeneration jobs 15

brisbane regeneration 18
1st may 19

RDAQ Generic Ranked Keywords
Keyword Position

horse riding for disabled 1
riding for the disabled qld 1

riding for the disabled volunteers 4

riding for the disabled brisbane 1
riding with the disabled 7

Sailability Generic Ranked Keywords
Keyword Position

sailing for the disabled 15
disabled sailing 23

sailing lessons brisbane 7

sailability bayside 2
sailability manly 11
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Backlinks are links from a page on one website to another, Search engines like Google see 

backlinks as votes of confidence. Generally speaking, the more votes your web pages have, the 

more likely they are to rank for relevant search queries.

There are a total of 138 backlinks that refer people to your website, you should ensure that you 

maintain these connections and look to get more links in the future to improve your “Trust 

Score” which relates to your search engine ranking.   

Backlinks

Great websites that already link to you:

● Planetark.org

● outdoorsqueensland.com.au

● Brisbanekids.com.au

● Qdn.org.au

● Qsec.org.au

● Cleancoastcollective.org

● Ndsp.com.au

● queenslandwalks.org.au

Websites that link to your competitors that your 

should consider:

● www.qld.gov.au

● Volunteeringqld.org.au

● Familiesmagazine.com.au

● https://ndis-providerfinder.com/

● Charityguide.com.au

● Brisbane.qld.gov.au

● kidsonthespectrum.com.au
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Nature Freedom shares some great content on their Facebook page, but does not share 

content across all platforms. You should encourage people to follow Nature Freedom across 

multiple platforms and encourage them to interact with the people in your community. 

You should share some of the user generated content from socials to create blog posts to 

showcase the amazing experiences that people can have with Nature Freedom and the type of 

events and activities you provide to people with a disability. 

You should ask people to share their own photos and videos on the facebook page and tag you 

on instagram to make sure that you can share them on your own channels. It would also be a 

good idea to generate as much video content as possible as most social networks will display 

this content in feeds over static images. 

The longer people spend looking at content on the website the better results you will see on 

search engine rankings. 
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Nature Freedom has some high quality content that they share on Facebook and have begun 

sharing on instagram. We believe that sharing content across Facebook, Instagram and the 

website would help people get a greater understanding of what Nature Freedom is all about no 

matter how they discover you. 

We think you should consider adding the instagram feed to your website, as well as links to all 

your social media pages. You should encourage people to join your “community” on Facebook 

to share images from past events and talk about upcoming events. 

We think Nature Freedom should make an effort to collect some video content from their events 

as most social networks prioritise video content to be displayed in people’s feeds above static 

images and words. Instagram and facebook “stories” are great ways to share video content 

without requiring editing software and much know how. 
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We only received 1 EDM during our audit so we can’t provide a complete review of all of your 

past direct messages that you send out we have based our recommendations off of this one. 

The information provided in the email was very well written and put together, we would 

recommend including some more links to your website as well as to the other upcoming events 

for people to explore and take action once they have opened your email. You were already 

using a tracking link to help you track how many users interacted with the email which is great. 

We would recommend putting in a consistent header image so people recognise the email in 

the mailboxes. People are more likely to read the email if they know the information inside is 

valuable to them. 

Think about what you want people to do when they read this, is it sign up for an event? Or find 

more information about how they can help? Make it simple for people to discover more 

information  and complete desired actions. 

EDM’s (Electronic Direct mail)EXAMPLE



Google Ads is a paid advertising platform that falls under a marketing channel known as 

pay-per-click (PPC), where you (the advertiser) pays per click or per impression (CPM) on an 

ad. 

We could not see any paid advertising online for Nature Freedom, and would not suggest that 

you venture down this path at the moment. As we believe that greater gains could be made 

elsewhere. 

Very few of your competitors are spending money on Google Ads to improve their ranking or 

appear at the top of the results. Sporting Wheelies and Autism Camp were the only competitor 

that was paying for google ads, and they had significantly reduced their spend over the past 

year. 

If you did want to pursue paid advertising for Nature freedom we would recommend using social 

media ads to grow your following and create a larger audience of engaged local people. 

Paid AdvertisingEXAMPLE

https://ads.google.com/home/
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/ppc


For this audit we investigated 4 competitors for Nature Freedom:

● Riding for the Disabled Association Queensland

● Sailability Queensland

● Sporting Wheelies and Disbaled Association 

● Autism Camp Australia

We found that Nature freedom performed fairly well against its more established competitors. 

These organisations were larger and had generally been around for longer, had a national 

audience and greater resources at their disposal. 

Nature Freedom had the strongest branding of the organisations we looked at. We couldn’t find 

any other organisation that provided a similar offering. Nature freedom has an opportunity to 

improve it’s digital offering and be a leader in the Brisbane community. 
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We have put together our top 5 recommendations to help improve your digital 

marketing this year on a budget. 

1. Share your activities and personality across social networks

2. Guide people from your website to social channels and vice versa

3. Tell engaging stories on your website. 

4. Find other trusted organisations to link to and talk about Nature Freedom

5. Set clear goals with all communications and make it simple for people to take 

desired actions. 
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Thank You

Clearshot Media
Digital Partners 

29 McDougall Street, Milton 4064 
Ph: (07) 3088 2934
Email: email@clearshot.media
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